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Some Rise by Sin: A Novel
by Philip Caputo

“A mighty narrative in a brutal land of old gods and new devils 
where darkness pierces the heart in an unholy war for souls. Beyond 
the realities of vicious narco-hombres, crooked good guys, innocents 
torn asunder and acts of selfless grace, Caputo reaches for a high 
moral compass.”—Thomas Sanchez, author of Mile Zero and Rabbit 
Boss

ABOUT THE BOOK

New York Times-bestselling author Philip Caputo tells the story of a 
Franciscan priest struggling to walk a moral path through the shifting 
and fatal realities of an isolated Mexican village.

The Mexican village of San Patricio is being menaced by a bizarre, cultish drug cartel infamous for its 
brutality. As the townspeople try to defend themselves by forming a vigilante group, the Mexican army 
and police have their own ways of fighting back. Into this volatile mix of forces for good and evil (and 
sometimes both) steps an unlikely broker for peace: Timothy Riordan, an American missionary priest 
who must decide whether to betray his vows to stop the unspeakable violence and help the people he 
has pledged to protect

Riordan’s fellow expatriate Lisette Moreno serves the region in a different way, as a doctor who 
makes “house calls” to impoverished settlements, advocating modern medicine to a traditional 
society wary of outsiders. To gain acceptance, she must keep secret her rocky love affair with artist 
Pamela Childress, whose troubled emotions lead Moreno to question their relationship.

Together, Lisette and Riordan tend to their community. But when Riordan oversteps the bounds 
of his position, his personal crisis echoes the impossible choices facing a nation beset by instability 
and bloodshed.
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Based on actual events, propelled by moral conflict, and animated by a keen and discerning 
sensibility, Some Rise by Sin demonstrates yet again Philip Caputo’s generous and insightful gifts as a 
storyteller
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4. The Professor – Grigorio Bonham – is often characterized by synesthesia. In his case, certain sounds – 
particularly voices – evoke vivid auras. Why is this an important part of the Professor’s character? Does it 
suggest anything to you about him, other than that he has a rare medical condition?

5.

At the beginning of the novel, La Fraternidad is able to operate in shadow, committing atrocities elusively and 
anonymously. Consider the physical, emotional, and psychological conditions of the village and its inhabitants 
and how those conditions change over the novel. Do these changes contribute to the eventual capture of 
Salazar? If so, how?

6. Different forms of art occur throughout the novel: Pamela’s paintings, the murals at the church, and the 
holiday pageants and songs. In what ways do these forms of art heal the characters? 

7. The book is set in the backdrop of places like the Sonoran Desert and the Sierra Madre hills. How are the 
characters influenced by the vastness and complexity of their geography? 

8.
Despite Valencia’s ruthless and obsessive searching, the killer(s) of his men is never revealed. Did this heighten 
or dull your experience of the story? Why do you think this thread was left unresolved?

9. The characters in Some Rise by Sin often confront the unknown in moments of extreme urgency and hardship. 
How would you describe their decision-making processes? Do you think these processes make them stronger, 
or do they wear them down?

10. Consider the final event of the novel. Why does Riordan choose to stick to his beliefs rather than betray them? 
What is it about his relationship with César Díaz that has been of such unquantifiable importance?
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About the Author  

Philip Caputo is an award-winning journalist—the cowinner of a Pulitzer Prize—and the author of 
many works of fiction and nonfiction, including A Rumor of War, one of the most highly praised books 
of the twentieth century. His novels include Acts of Faith, The Voyage, Horn of Africa, and Crossers. 
His last book, The Longest Road, was a New York Times bestseller. 
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Extreme displays of violence punctuate the novel. Riordan continuously reflects upon his faith, questioning 
how mankind can commit these acts in God’s universe. Do you think the idea of evil is defined or questioned 
in this novel? Why?

3.

Because they are expatriates and provide unique public services, Riordan and Lisette are known figures in San 
Patricio. How does the community’s praise and scrutiny influence their actions? Does public opinion change 
the way Riordan and Lisette see themselves and their careers?

2.

Domingo Quiroga says, “One becomes good at acting. We should all be in the cinema.” Many inhabitants of 
San Patricio, whether powerful or powerless, depend on lies and secrets. In what ways does “acting” help 
them maintain their lives? In what ways does it put them at risk?

1.

QUESTIONS AND TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION
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       Join the discussion online: 
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